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OUTDOORS

River-Rafting Companies Challenge
Exec Order That Would Raise Wages
CATIE CHESHIRE

DECEMBER 22, 2021

9:23AM

Rafting guides may see a wage increase thanks to an Executive Order from President Joe Biden Colorado Parks and
Wlidlife
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Although Congress has tabled a discussion on raising the minimum wage to $15
an hour, President Joe Biden had already issued an executive order that would
!
raise the minimum wage for federal contractors to $15 — and fearing that
increased costs could sink their business, Colorado rafting companies have ﬁled
suit to overturn part of that order.
Issued on April 27, Biden's order stipulates that starting January 30, 2022, federal
contractors must pay at least $15 per hour to all workers; a lower wage for tipped
employees will be phased out by 2024. The order builds on one issued in 2014,
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when Biden was vice president; Donald Trump amended that order while he was
president to exclude outﬁtters and guides operating on federal lands. Biden's new
version revokes that exemption, and as a result, many Colorado companies
whose businesses rely on federal permits and property may soon have to pay
their workers more.
One Colorado business that will be impacted is Xanterra, a luxury travel
company that operates hotels in many national parks across the country,
including Yellowsone, the Grand Canyon and Rocky Mountain National Park.
Xanterra, which is is owned by billionaire Philip Anschutz, is one of the largest
businesses that falls under the order. Companies that operate ski resorts will be
affected, too; they primarily operate on federal land.

But many of the impacted businesses don’t have deep pockets, especially those in
the river-rafting industry, according to David Costlow, CEO of the Colorado
River Outﬁtters Association.
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That’s why the Colorado River Outﬁtters Association, in conjunction with
Arkansas Valley Adventure, is suing the Department of Labor and the Biden
administration, arguing for an exemption for those permitted to work on federal
land from the order.
“As a community, we had to get together and get on the same page and say, ‘No,
this is damaging to the industry,’” Costlow says. The Colorado River Outﬁtters
Association ﬁled the lawsuit on December 7, after submitting comments against
the order in August.
According to Costlow, his group's biggest issue with the order is that it treats
federal permittees the same way it treats federal contractors. Federal contractors
can renegotiate their contracts to defer some of the extra labor costs onto the
government, he notes, while permittees merely pay the federal government for
the right to operate on federal land — no negotiation takes place.
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F

Rocky Mountain Adventures, a member of Colorado River Outﬁtters based in
Fort Collins, already pays its guides $15 per hour, but business manager and co"
owner Kyle Johnson says he supports the lawsuit because he doesn't think the
order is fair to permittees.
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To understand the difference between how the order affects permittees and
federal contractors, he points to the customers of the enterprises. For federal

contractors, the customer is the government. For permittees, the customer is an
individual. While Johnson says he appreciates the permits that allow his business
to operate rafting trips on federal land and rivers, those permits don’t connect
the government to the additional costs that his business might have to take on.
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As he understands the order, he adds, any company with which his business
contracts will also be subject to the new wage requirements. That limits his
options for hiring janitorial or landscaping services.

His company raised the minimum wage to $15 an hour because it was the right
thing to do given the cost of living on the Front Range, Johnson says, but it also
affected the business and its employees in unanticipated ways. Rocky Mountain
Adventures reduced hours for employees, which they weren’t happy with,
because they wanted to work as much as possible during the approximately 100day season, he notes. It stopped offering overnight trips and even full-day trips
on the Poudre River because of those limited guide hours.
The company had to raise its prices by about 10 percent in 2021 and will raise
them another 10 percent in 2022 to accommodate costs increased by inﬂation.
That could cut down on customers when the business is already going through
tough times. Last year "was very difﬁcult,” Johnson says. “It’s hard to raise pricing
and compensation to employees while having a terrible year and trying to keep
the lights on as a small business. And all these pressures have come at once,
rapid-ﬁre with one another.”
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Under Biden's executive order, Costlow notes that other rafting companies will
also face the dilemma of how to cover the "
wage increase while keeping prices
affordable. He estimates that 600,000 people use the services of Colorado River
Outﬁtters Association members each year; if that number drops, jobs could
disappear. “The reality is, is a customer gonna pay this kind of cost?" he asks. "I
!
don’t think so.”
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In addition to arguing that it is not fair to treat federal permittees like
contractors, the lawsuit contends that setting wages by executive order isn’t the
correct way to make change, and could even be illegal. Costlow points to
Congress tabling minimum-wage talks as a sign that the Executive Branch is
5 ofoverstepping.
23
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increases, he says, Colorado River
Outﬁtters members would comply.
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“That’s called democracy,” Costlow notes. “If I don’t like a decision my
representative makes, I may not have a ton of inﬂuence, but I can at least vote no
on their re-election. But if a bureaucrat does it, I have no say.” Those bureaucrats
can change between administrations, he adds, making the industry subject to
different whims. Costlow would like to see a speciﬁc deﬁnition of federal
permittees and how they’re governed that becomes law.
“We didn’t get in the rafting industry to be tied to politics,” explains Johnson. “If
we were a defense contractor, then part of that industry is dealing with that.
What’s most important to me as a business owner is that I’m not exposed to the
political pendulum every four to eight years.”
The Department of Labor has not yet responded to the suit; when it does,
Costlow says, the plaintiffs will determine their next steps. “It’s our chance to say
this was not done in a legal fashion, and we’d like you, Mr. or Ms. Judge, to
determine if that’s true or not,” he concludes.
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It's Clela Rorex Day in Boulder
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Clela Rorex became Boulder County Clerk and Recorder in 1975. Out Boulder County

Clela Rorex, who passed away on June 19 at the start of Pride week, was an
heroine. In 1975, she became not just the ﬁrst Boulder County
clerk
8 ofunexpected
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to issue same-sex marriage licenses, but the ﬁrst clerk to do so anywhere in the
country. It created a ﬁrestorm, and after two years she resigned, never to hold
elective ofﬁce again.
But she's remembered: Boulder has declared today, July 23, Clela Rorex Day.
There will be a celebration of her life from11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Boulder Jewish
Community Center. It would have been her 79th birthday.
Rorex went on to raise two sons, obtain two master's degrees, ﬁnish her career
working as a legal administrator for the Native American Rights Fund, and then
devote the last years of her life to LGBTQ+ ally-ship and advocacy, volunteering
with Out Boulder County, an organization dedicated to facilitating connection,
education, and programming for LGBTQ+ individuals in and around Boulder
County.
In 2014, just a year before Clela Rorex stood on the steps of the Boulder County
Courthouse, celebrating the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Obergefell v. Hodges
recognizing the legality of same-sex marriages, we caught up with her to discuss
those days back in 1975, when "a moment of courage" shifted the course of her
life. Here's that interview:

Westword: Let's start with why you got elected and go from there.
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Clela Rorex: I was never the kind of person who thought I would run for political
ofﬁce, but I was an active citizen in the '70s. I went to a Democratic powers-thatbe meeting. The Boulder County clerk, who had held the ofﬁce for thirty years,
part of the Republican Party, was retiring. The candidate for the Republican Party
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was a woman who had been there for several years as a deputy. The Democrats
met and tried to discuss whether or not to put anyone up against her. I happened
to go to that meeting.

There was a young guy in the crowd that they were trying to talk into running for
county clerk. He said, "Oh, I just don't see myself in that position. That's not a
position I want." The meeting went on. They said, "We need a man to run against
the Republican candidate."
I was so irritated that I went back to my feminist group and related that. I said,
"Here we can't have one woman running for ofﬁce. The Democrats think it has to
be a man to in order to win the ofﬁce."
My friend said, "Well, if you feel that way about it, why don't you run for ofﬁce?"
I said, "I think I will." I know a little something about county clerks, because my
father had been a county clerk in Routt County, over by Steamboat, for thirty
years. I worked a couple summers with him in the ofﬁce. So I ran as this young,
feminist woman. I was a single parent.
I had no idea how to run a campaign, and neither did my friends. We were pretty
much on our own, because I wasn't getting much support from the Democratic
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F
Party. They were mad when I declared my
candidacy. At the county assembly,
!
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they even went so far as to nominate a man from the ﬂoor who would run for
"
ofﬁce.
So I had a primary. My little group kind of grew. We did things, when we ran, in an
unusual way. For instance, I had a brochure that was Japanese origami. I doubt
!
anyone since has been crazy enough to try that for a political brochure. We sat
around gluing that thing for hours and hours and hours. I just didn't have any
kind of typical campaign at all. Much to my surprise, I won the primary.
I really was surprised to win the general. I took ofﬁce. The county clerk who was
there at the time was Henry Putnam. I was sworn in and went to the ofﬁce, and
10 of 23
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Henry Putnam would not turn over the keys to the safe. He wouldn't vacate the
ofﬁce. Sheriff's ofﬁcers had to come and take him out. He was so mad I had won
the job that they had to take him out of the ofﬁce and get a locksmith to unlock
the safe. That was how I began.
I was there about three months, and that was when the ﬁrst two men from
Colorado Springs came for a marriage license.

Before and during my own election, the city council in Boulder had been involved
with a city ordinance designed to prohibit discrimination in housing and
employment for the gay community. That created a huge uproar. I was not
involved in that campaign at all. There was a recall election, and they recalled
one of the city councilpeople over this city ordinance. The city of Boulder had
been ﬁghting already over the discrimination of gays.
That was pretty much my sole knowledge of anything related to the gay
community.... The two Daves — Dave McCord and Dave Zamora — they went to
their county clerk in Colorado Springs and asked for a marriage license. She said,
"I don't do that here. Go to Boulder. They do that type of thing there." That
statement was all based on what she had heard about the brouhaha over the city
ordinance that Boulder had been trying to pass. So they came to Boulder and
applied for a marriage license. They asked if they could have one, and I said, "I
honestly don't know. I don't know if I can-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F
do this, but I will ﬁnd out and get back !
with you."
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I didn't just reject them immediately. I went to our district attorney, who at the
time was Alex Hunter, and his deputy was Bill Wise. They researched Colorado
marriage code and wrote an opinion to me that the marriage code did not, at!that
time, say anything about whether a marriage should be between a man and a
woman. They said, "It doesn't specify. So if you want to go ahead and issue a
license, you'd be within your legal right to do so. It's your decision."
I slept on it for a night or two — I can't quite remember — and called the guys up.
They came back, and I issued them a license. I issued them a license because I felt
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We were ﬁghting as women for legal rights and equal rights. The gay community
was kind of behind the women's movement, which was coming into its own in
Boulder. I did not know anybody in the gay movement. I really did not. I knew no
gay couples whatsoever. I probably came across a couple of lesbian women in
the feminist things we were doing around town, but didn't really know them.
So to me, it was pretty clear. It's not against the law. They're asking for this right.
Who am I to say otherwise? I issued a license. That was how it started.

Where did it go from there?
All hell broke loose, as you can imagine. I was not prepared. I knew it would be
controversial, but I was totally unprepared for the onslaught of hate.
When I see the same kind of hate being spewed today, toward whatever
marginalized group — it could be at the border or same-sex couples trying to
marry still — it is something that has always upset me.
I hadn't lived very long in Boulder. I'd gone to school here, and I'd married. I'd
returned to Boulder four years before. I came from being a military wife, a naval
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F
ofﬁcer's wife stationed at Guantánamo Bay,
Cuba, for three years. You couldn't !
get more isolated than that.
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Growing up in Steamboat when I did, it was a very small town. We had one black
family. I have no idea if there were any gays or lesbians there. That was not even
a word in my vocabulary. Looking back on it, I think my parents probably !
referred to lesbians as spinsters and gays as bachelors. I had no vocabulary for
that.
When I lived in Guantánamo, that was the ﬁrst time I had seen actual real
discrimination. Our workers were all brought in from Jamaica. They were all
black. They were segregated from the rest of the base, segregated in the back
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rows, in a special roped-off area when we went to the movie theater. That had an
impact on me.

That was the kind of person I was becoming when I came back to Boulder and
took ofﬁce. I had this realization of what discrimination meant for people and
how it would impact their lives to not have the same equal rights as other people.
However, I had never been exposed to the hate that would emanate from those
kinds of things. That was truly a shock for me — the hate mail, the hate calls, the
Boulder Camera and every place editorializing against me.
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Clela Rorex made history at the Boulder County Courthouse. Out Boulder County

What did they say?
The Camera said I was going to create a haven for gays. They were going to be
ﬂocking
here and taking over Boulder and lowering the property values. In
13 of
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Longmont, for instance, entire church congregations wrote letters to me about
how I was creating a Sodom and Gomorrah and how this was a sin of God....I was
just stunned by the hate.
It was automatically assumed by many that I was a lesbian myself and that I was
helping my own. The hate was what got to me. I continued to issue ﬁve more
licenses until the Colorado attorney general issued a letter. It wasn't an order, but
it was a strong suggestion...it was never conceived that marriage would be
anything but between a man and a woman, and that by me issuing licenses to
people of the same sex — "these people" — I was misleading them into thinking
they would have rights that they would never have.
Then my district attorney said, in the eyes of the public, the attorney general has
a wider inﬂuence than I do. Technically, he has more inﬂuence than the district
attorney and I did as an elected ofﬁcial, although I don't know that I really
understood that at the time. At that point, I stopped issuing licenses.

Where did the hate you experienced come from?
The churches, for sure. I would say everybody. At that time, for the most part,
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F !
people thought that homosexuality was some sort of a perversion — even though
it's been around for thousands of years and has been a part of the fabric of every
"
society. I think homosexuality coupled with perversion was the whole thing at
the time. That was the degree of education people had, for the most part.
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,

What's the story about the cowboy and his horse?
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Okay, the horse story. Over the years, a lot of public ofﬁcials have said, "Oh, you
see what happens. People will end up marrying their dog or their horse or
whatever."
There
14 of
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hack. He had done work in the media when he was younger. He was much older
than I was. He was an alcoholic — a bad one — and he decided to set up a photo
opportunity for himself.
I was standing in the courthouse looking out the window. I saw these media
trucks coming, and I saw him pull up with his horse trailer and unload his horse,
and I thought, what the heck? I had no idea.
And then it dawned on me. I started ﬂipping through our marriage code as fast as
I could with my deputy. We were thinking, "What are we going to do? What are
we going to do?" I was trying to track down Alex Hunter but couldn't reach him.
We had this idea. So I just let it play out.
Ros came in and said his favorite line to the media: "If a man can marry a man
and a woman can marry a woman, why can't a tired old cowboy like me marry
his best friend, Dolly?" That was his line.
He came in, and I stood behind the counter and started ﬁlling out the marriage
license calmly. When I got to the age of the bride, he said she was eight. At that
point, I just laid down my pen and said, "Sorry. Dolly's not old enough without
parental permission."
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F
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Ros Howard loved that. What the people never knew was the aftermath of that.
He kept calling me up wanting me to meet him personally, like a date, and
"
suggesting that maybe he and I should be the ones to get married. [Laughs.] That
part never really got legs. For a long time, I didn't really want to tell that story. At
the time, it lifted the heaviness of it all. A lot of people realized that this is stupid.
!
We're not talking about an animal here; we're talking about people.
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,

I've kind of accepted the fact that everybody wants to hear that part of the story.
It was very creative of Ros Howard, very creative. They even had his picture in
the courthouse, much to my surprise.
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Clela Rorex celebrating Pride in Boulder County in 2019. Out Boulder County

How did your decision to issue the licenses impact you?
I often say I grew into my decision and that
it circumscribed my whole life. What
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F !
I mean by that is that it was always an issue in my life from then on. I had jobs
that I did not get because of my reputation.
"People thought I was a ﬂake or worse
— one of those. [Laughs.]
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,

The decision had a lot of ramiﬁcations for me personally. ...The Democratic Party
!
wasn't supporting the issue. In fact, they didn't want to touch it with a ten-foot
pole. Elected ofﬁcials were furious with me for having done that and brought it
up: They might have to discuss it at the legislature.
Within my own group of friends at the time, the women's movement was being
told by Betty Friedan that lesbians were "the lavender menace." She was afraid
16 of
23 would co-opt the women's movement if they were allowed to participate
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they would co-opt the women's movement
if they were allowed to participate
actively to help pass the Equal Rights Amendment or whatever else we were
ﬁghting for. It was very confusing.
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And then, of course, the gay community was not there to support me themselves.
They just simply were not there then. They were not, as it turns out, even close to
the point of thinking about marriage. I've learned this since. They had many more
battles to ﬁght, including keeping themselves alive because of AIDS in the period
immediately following the issuing of licenses. And to even think about organizing
to promote marriage equality....
Even when they did, they were split among themselves, in the gay movement,
whether they should ask for that or not. So I had no community. I was very much
isolated and alone with that decision for a very, very, very long time. ...
I'm a native of Colorado. I love Colorado. I feel like we're a very progressive state.
I know that we're not a completely blue state, but I do feel like we're a
progressive state with kind people in it. And why our state has to continue to turn
our backs on same-sex married couples is beyond me. I just don't get it.

RSVP for the July 23 celebration of Clela Rorex's life here.
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Mined Land Reclamation Board
Approves Permit for Expansion of Mine
on Dakota Hogback
CATIE CHESHIRE

JULY 23, 2022

5:57AM
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The Dakota Hogback is a geological formation near Red Rocks. IveGoneAway, via Wikimedia Commons
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The seven-member Mined Land Reclamation Board has unanimously approved
a permit change for the Denver Brick Company’s Acme Mine, located on the
Dakota Hogback, an area by Interstate 70 with layers of rock that provide a
geological transition from the plains to the foothills.
Denver Brick ﬁled an application in September 2021 with the Colorado Division
of Reclamation, Mining and Safety to expand the mine. After extensive public
comment, including over 185 citizen objections, the division recommended that
the board approve the application at a July 20 hearing, and the board agreed.
The application asks to expand the mine’s permit from 9.9 acres of disturbance —
land directly affected by the mining operation — to 70.15 acres. Richard Murphy, a
representative for Denver Brick, told the hearing that the active mine area will
only expand to 30.6 acres, with the rest of the space comprising roads,
stockpiling areas, parking and buffer space.
The facility is a clay extraction mine that hasn’t had underground mining in
eighty years and now only does campaign mining, a short-term operation
designed to develop stockpiles of clay; the company then contracts with
customers to draw off the stockpiles until they are depleted. Typically, fewer than
two acres are mined during a campaign; according to Denver Brick, campaigns
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F !
last four to eight weeks and take place every three to ﬁve years.
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,
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The proposed expansion of the mine's boundary does not include a proposed
increase in activity, though nothing in the permit would prevent the company
from increasing its activity.
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“We don’t expect, nor have they indicated, an increase in activity,” said Michael
Cunningham, a senior environmental protection specialist with DRMS.
DRMS is only in charge of assessing issues related to mining and reclamation.
Other factors involved in the proposed expansion will be considered by other
government entities such as the Air Pollution Control Division, the Water Quality
Control Division and assorted Jefferson County agencies — but the DRMS permit
is usually where people start, and Denver Brick can now try to secure approval
from those other agencies.
Public comment collected by DRMS related to both mining and reclamation
issues as well as other factors, but DRMS identiﬁed seven speciﬁc issues within
its jurisdiction: potential zoning conﬂicts, hydrologic balance issues, wildlife and
other environmental issues, off-site damage due to blasting, mining plan
adequacy, reclamation plan adequacy and completeness and accuracy of
application materials. It offered information on each to the board.
In its presentation, the division noted that the Hogback will not be mined
through, and that the proﬁle of the Hogback will be maintained.
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“By and large, this is an operation that will continue as it has for many years,
though it may continue down a different area
" of the Hogback,” said Joe
Middleton, an attorney representing Denver Brick at the hearing. “The Hogback
is not going to be destroyed, and the mined areas are going to be reclaimed.”
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,

!

Blasting will be used only when necessary, and is not the primary means of
mining. According to Murphy, blasting has been done just twice in the past eight
years, and that’s the pace at which Denver Brick expects it to continue. Neighbors
and local police will be notiﬁed before any blasting is done.
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The Acme Mine is to the west of Highway 93. DRMS Presentation

There were fourteen remaining objectors at the time of the July 20 hearing,
including Protect the Hogback, a nonproﬁt formed by many citizens who oppose
the mine expansion. At the hearing, Protect the Hogback, along with two other
objecting parties, testiﬁed to concerns about groundwater contamination,
impacts to wildlife and the efﬁcacy of the reclamation plan. In response, Denver
Brick questioned them about topicality and whether they were acting in
-.#/012#3#4.%56%70"#8%52052#3#9:/!;<=#>?-;)#@ABBACD#=C7E7%F !
accordance with proper testimonial procedures.
!"#$#%&#$#'()*+,

" Hogback, said that since none of
Mike Rawluk, a boardmember of Protect the
them had gone through the process before, some of the procedures weren't clear.
According to Jill Nelson, a member of the reclamation board, the fact that the
!
operation has been permitted since 1976 and hasn’t created negative impacts
made her conﬁdent that approving the permit was the right choice. “I am a
neighbor of this operation, and I take it very seriously about having a balance
between the residential world and the industries that support us,” she said. In the
end, her fellow boardmembers agreed.
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According to Rawluk, Protect the Hogback will remain involved through the
process. If another agency denies an application connected to the expansion, the
project could be stopped; the approval of Jefferson County supersedes that of
any other agency.
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